Information sheet about the main requirements of the Term Deposit*
The name of the bank, official website, and telephone number

National Bank of Uzbekistan Joint-Stock Company
Official website: nbu.uz
Call center: +998781480010

1 Section. The main requirements of deposit
1. The name of deposit

Dlya vsex

2. The currency of deposit

US dollar

3. Annual interest rate on the deposit (If the annual interest rate on the
deposit is differentiated or depends on the method of registration of the
deposit, each is indicated separately)

By visiting the bank
3,0%
3,5%
4,0%
By the app “Milliy”
3,25%
3,75%
4,25%
The calculated interest is not capitalized

4. Availability of capitalization of accrued interest on the deposit
(recalculation of accrued interest plus fixed assets)
5. Tern of the deposit

3 month

6 month

9 month

4,5%

5,0%

4,75%

5,0%

13 month

18 month

6. The minimum amount of the deposit (if any)

50,00 US dollar

7. Periodicity of interest payments on deposit

Every month

8. Method of deposit registration

Online or/and by visiting the bank

9. Possibility to add additional funds.

Additional funds will be accepted for the entire term of the deposit

10. Auto extension (unilateral extension of the term of the deposit by the Not available
bank upon expiration of the term of the deposit)
11. Other requirements

2 section. Other important requirements
1. The possibility of partial withdrawal of the deposited funds before the Not available
end of the deposit period
2. The procedure for early termination of the deposit agreement
The period of storage from the date of opening the deposit
till 2month- 0%,
more than 2 month - 1%
3 to 6 month - 1,75%
6 to 9 month- 2%
9 to 13 month - 2,25%
13 to 18 month - 3%
the period retained from the opening

Please read carefully before agreeing to make a deposit!
You have the right to receive full information from the bank on the terms of the deposit, interest income on the deposit and the order of calculation, as well as
your rights and obligations, and other issues that are not clear to you.
If you have any complaints you can call (+99878 147-15-04), or send your complaints by the address ( The Republic of Uzbekistan, Tashkent city, Amir
Temur street 101), or send by email address (support@nbu.uz, info@nbu.uz, webmaster@nbu.uz).

The accuracy and authenticity
of the information
sheet is confirmed.

_________________________________________________

____________________

(The full name of bank specialist and position)

(date)

This sheet does not replace the deposit agreement or application for a deposit, but rather helps to compare the terms of the deposit of different
banks and make right choice.

